Prisons without Men
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SEPARATE WOMEN'S
PRISON IN NEW ZEALAND

IN LATF. 1991 the National government signalled its commitment to the principle
of privately-run prisons for specific groups of offenders. The departure from the
tradition of state responsibility for the administration of gaols represents one of
the most dramatic developments in the country's penal history. Since the
beginning of organized European settlement in New Zealand, the state, in one
form or another, has exercised complete jurisdiction over all aspects of the
criminal justice system. The decision to abrogate part of this role will have major
implications for imprisonment and for the control over its social functions.
Despite the centrality of the state's responsibility in the punitive process, New
Zealand historians have, for the most part, neglected to examine this function.
As Miles Fairburn has indicated, labour, health and welfare legislation has been
the primary focus of historians probing the methods by which the state maintained order and stability. 1 While there are a number of mainly unpublished
studies of aspects of crime in New Zealand, the changing purposes of the penal
institution remain unexplored in any detail. 2 In comparison, there has been
considerable debate overseas concerning the origins and uses of the prison. The
process of incarceration has emerged as part of a 'complex social function', an
integral feature of a 'vision of order' in which all society has interests. 1
In this article I focus on one aspect of New Zealand's 'vision of order', the
establishment of the first prison specifically for women which opened at
Addington, Christchurch in 1913.1 have chosen to examine the development of
this institution because its emergence is indicative of important changes in both
the penal system and New Zealand society as a whole. In principle, the prison
was to exemplify a new approach to imprisonment, emphasizing its reformatory
as well as punitive and deterrent aspects. In practice, the institution reflected
contemporary anxieties about the moral welfare of the nation. More than this
though, the development of the prison represented specific concerns about the
place of women in society and the influence of criminal women in particular. The

1 Miles Fairburn, 'Police History Reviewed'. People's History. 6 (March 1991). pp.9-10.
2 John Pratt, Punishment in a Perfect Society. The New Zealand Penal System
1840-1939.
Wellington, 1992, was published after this article was written.
3 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish. The Birth of the Prison. Harmondsworth, 1975, p. 23;
Michael Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain. The Penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution. New York,
1978. p.2l<).
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structure and policies at the prison also highlight the need to consider gender as
a critical component of social policy. Rather than epitomizing methods of
incarceration which stressed the redeemability of prison inmates, Addington
illustrated the continuation of a tradition which defined criminal women as, for
the most part, unreformable. While the pattern of m e n ' s imprisonment began to
assume some of the more modern methods of penal science, w o m e n ' s incarceration in New Zealand remained as a legacy of mid-nineteenth-century penal
discipline. 4
Imprisonment has been a primary method of punishment and social order
since organized British settlement of New Zealand. Other modes of official
discipline have been shortlived. The vigilante activities of the Kororareka
Association during the 1830s, for example, were quickly stifled, and their
methods of tarring, feathering and horsewhipping denounced. Some regions
employed shaming punishments for a brief time. Until the practice was banned
in 1845, drunken women in Auckland were liable to be placed in the public
stocks. 5 For a 14-year period between 1840 and 1854 New Zealand courts also
had the authority to transport serious offenders to Tasmania. About 100 individuals. including one woman, were transported, and when the practice ceased. New
Zealand relied on a punitive system of fines and various forms of imprisonment.''
By 1850. all the major settlements in the colony had erected a prison. Most of
these, even in the larger areas, were notoriously unsound. The construction of the
Dunedin gaol, for example, was so deficient that the warder was compelled to
allow his charges to wander through the town during the day on condition that
they return to the prison in the evening. 7 The management of these prisons, like
the institutions themselves until the 1850s, was makeshift. Although the national
Prisons Ordinance of 1846 empowered Justices of the Peace to inspect and
supervise prisons, gaols functioned as autonomous units. Institutions differed
markedly between areas as individual gaolers and settlements dictated penal
policy to suit local interests and conditions. The Gaolers Act of 1858. which
confirmed provincial fiscal and administrative responsibility for prisons, assured
considerable variation between prisons. While many of the institutions followed
a common set of management guidelines devised in the Auckland prison in 1856,
prison conditions remained uneven and beset with problems. Poor conditions
and chronic overcrowding characterized most gaols. Few institutions had the
facilities to separate inmates into groups based on age or offence, and separation
by sex became standard only in the 1860s. Facilities in many of the institutions
were very basic and at times, unhealthy. During the 1860s, for example, the New
Plymouth gaol issued a single, communal blanket for the entire prison. These

4 For a fuller discussion of this see Bronwyn, Dalley, ' W o m e n ' s imprisonment in New Zealand.
1880-1920'. PhD thesis. University of Otago. 1991.
5 J. Broadhead, 'An Enquiry into the New Zealand Prison System 1840-1880', MA thesis.
Victoria University, 1947. p.8.
6 R.Burnett. Penal Transportation:
An Episode in New Zealand History, Wellington. Victoria
University Institute of Criminology, Occasional Papers in Criminology, Number 9, 1978. pp.3-4,44.
7 Niels C. Reinsborg, 'The Dunedin Gaol and the Administration of Justice in Otago, 18401865'. BA (Hons) research essay, Otago University. 1987. p.29.
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arrangements created a sudden and shortlived public interest after a ten year-old
boy confined in the prison for five months awaiting trial had become ill as a result
of the unhealthy conditions. 8
Women prisoners often fared the worst from the poor conditions. All prisons
received both women and men, but many of the institutions, expecting few
female inmates, had no separate facilities for the women. An inquiry into the
Wellington prison in 1854 indicated that the gaoler placed all female inmates in
solitary confinement as the institution had no cells for them." Small gaols, such
as that at Queenstown, had no accommodation for women at all, and the gaoler
was compelled to house any woman admitted in his own quarters. 1 0 Until 1863,
women in the Dunedin prison had no separate accommodation, sharing facilities
with debtors." The women in the Auckland gaol in the 1860s occupied a cell
measuring approximately 12 by 17 feet, and at times the space housed eight
women and their children. The congested condition of the cell was accentuated
by its situation: the building was a rickety lean-to standing above an open drain,
and the grated window of the cell let in as much foul air as it expelled. The
addition of another cell by 1863 scarcely solved the problem, for the new space
was only five feet wide and prisoners and their children were compelled to sleep
top and tail on the floor. 12
For those women who gave birth in prison or who kept their children with
them, the conditions were particularly inadequate. Prison regulations permitted
infants to remain with their mothers, although gaolers did not encourage the
practice. Disquiet over the possibility of gaol influences contaminating the
infants, as well as the need to minimize disruption to the regime and avoid any
unnecessary expenditure, no doubt motivated gaolers' attitudes. At times,
women with children were released before they had served their full sentence.
Inmate Anne Hurley, for example, imprisoned with her young child during the
1840s, petitioned the governor either to release her or order the gaoler to
supplement the rations of salt beef, bread and potatoes with the 'necessaries' for
herself and her child; the governor granted the release."
Until the regular employment of matrons in the 1860s. most prison officers
were men. Male supervision sometimes exposed the vulnerable position of
imprisoned women. Jane Stewart, confined in the Dunedin prison in 1861,
claimed that the gaoler and one of his friends had forced her to have sex with
them. Although a prison turnkey and Stewart's husband supported her allegation. the local authorities did not pursue the matter. Jane Stewart's reputation as
8 Broadhead, pp.9, 50-52. 105; J. Chapman, 'A Brief History of the Prison at New Plymouth',
n.d.. p.2. Prison Staff Training College Library and Museum, Rimutaka Prison, Trentham.
9 Broadhead, p.37.
10 Report of the Select Committee on Gaols. Appendices
to the Journals of the House of
Representatives
[AJHR], 1878. 1-4, p.42.
11 Reinsborg, p. 130.
12 Robyn Anderson, '"The Hardened Frail Ones": W o m e n and Crime in Auckland. 1845-1870",
MA thesis. Auckland University, 1981. pp. 177-9, 186.
13 R.l.M. Burnett, Executive Discretion and Criminal Justice: The Prerogative of Mercy: New
Zealand 1840-1853. Wellington. Victoria University Institute of Criminology. Occasional Papers in
Criminology. Number 5, 1977, pp.14-15.
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a troublemaker who had instigated a mass escape from the prison on an earlier
occasion, and her life as a prostitute, most probably influenced the authorities'
decision. 14 Men who guarded the women at the Auckland gaol considered their
charges 'fair g a m e ' , and inmate charges of harassment were not treated sympathetically. Even the appointment of a matron at the prison in 1863 did not
guarantee the end of male supervision, for male officers continued to search the
female inmates. 15
A number of official inquiries, reports and commissions called for uniform
improvements to the prisons during this period, but neither the central nor the
provincial governments took action on any of the recommendations. Public and
political interest in penal reform was slight, and was of little concern in
comparison with the more pressing issues of land sales, immigration, public
works, and the wars of the 1860s. With the abolition of the provinces in 1876,
however, central government assumed full responsibility for the administration
of prisons, and began to address the organization of the penal system. In that year,
the government authorized the appointment of an inspector of prisons to coordinate the management of all penal institutions.
Arthur Hume, retired army officer, and at the time of his appointment,
governor of the W o r m w o o d Scrubs convict prison, took up the post at the end of
1880. In his first report to the government in 1881 he outlined what he believed
to be some of the major deficiencies in local prisons, focusing on the inadequate
classification of inmates within and between institutions, insanitary conditions,
and an inefficient corps of officers. 1 6 Many of his policies were designed to
overcome these problems. Uniform prison regulations, issued in 1883, ensured
the standardization of gaols throughout the country. This was complemented by
frequent inspection of the institutions by Hume himself, and official publicvisitors from 1884. He abandoned some of the more iniquitous features of
punishment in prisons, including the regular use of chains, flogging and the dark
cell, as well as curtailing the authority of visiting justices to impose additional
terms of confinement for prison offences. The adoption of contemporary British
prison architecture and the rebuilding of some gaols improved sanitary arrangements and provided greater classification of inmates. Although the inspector
attempted to impose a comprehensive classification scheme based on current
British policies, his plan was thwarted largely by his own and governmental
reluctance to provide the necessary expenditure. Hume also initiated nontraditional methods in penal institutions with the establishment of an open prison
in 1890 and tree-planting prison camps from 1901. The camps were for male
prisoners only, and as such, were the first purpose-built single-sex institutions in
the country. Women, on the other hand, remained in separate divisions in mixed
institutions.
Hume believed the prison system he inherited to be too liberal towards
inmates, allowing them privileges such as a tobacco ration and access to
education. He maintained that the purposes of imprisonment were punishment
14 Reinsborg, pp. 133-6.
15 Anderson, pp.25. 181.
16 Report of the Inspector of Prisons, A J H R . 1881. H-4. p p . l f f .
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and deterrence, and that the only way to achieve these aims was to provide
inmates with a standard of living below that available to the wider community. 1 7
To achieve this, Hume restricted prison diets — reduced them when inmates
were found to gain weight 18 — and curtailed educational and vocational training
in the belief that it was a mistake to attempt to instruct those who could not be
changed. The policies epitomized the influence of H u m e ' s experience in the
English prison service. Hume was schooled in the austere penal policy which
characterized English prisons in the latter decades of the century. Under the
leadership of Edmund Du Cane, chair of the Board of Directors for Convict
Prisons and of Prison Commissioners, hard, punitive labour, few opportunities
for education and vocational training, restricted diets and harsh punishments
dominated the English system. 1 ''
Hume also continued the English, and indeed the New Zealand, tradition of
paying scant attention to imprisoned women. While women secured the advantages of changes such as improved sanitation or organized administration, the
more ma jor developments exemplified in the open prison camps and new inmate
classification schemes eluded them. Hume remained opposed to any suggestions
that women be located within separate, independent prisons, as w o m e n ' s groups
such as the W o m e n ' s Christian Temperance Union and the National Council of
Women began proposing in the late 1890s. The NCW in particular was very
active in its campaign for penal reform and separate w o m e n ' s prisons. From
1896 until 1900 the Council petitioned for penal changes and presented reform
plans to the Justice Department. Members organized funds for prisoners and
acted as official visitors to the institutions. Although the group did not concern
itself solely with women prisoners, its recognition that the interests of women
and men diverged led it to call for distinct prisons for women, firmly based on
the model of the most recent American institutions which, according to one
member, had neither locks nor bars, and in which women officers of refinement
and education worked. 2 "
In his report to the government in 1898 the inspector reflected on a 'recent
agitation' from w o m e n ' s groups for independent, separate w o m e n ' s prisons in
each island and the introduction of women as visiting justices. Hume disagreed
with all of the proposals. He believed that female visiting justices were unnecessary as women committed few offences in gaol; during 1897 only ten
women committed punishable prison offences. Hume dismissed the call for
separate institutions and argued that there were insufficient women in prison to
warrant the erection of two new, distinct prisons. He conceded that 'as time goes
on' a w o m e n ' s gaol would become a necessity, but believed that the right

17 P.K. Muyhew, 'The Penal System of New Zealand 1840-1924', Wellington, unpublished report
to the Justice Department. 1959, p.54.
18 V.R. Elaus. 'Expectations and Realities: The New Zealand Prison System and Dunedin Gaol
1881-1891', BA (Hons) research essay, Otago University. 1977, p.64.
19 Edmund Du Cane, The Punishment and Prevention of Crime, London. 1885, pp.65-109, 15292; Sean McConville. A history of English prison administration,
volume / 1750-1877. London,
1981, pp.396-415, 437.
20 Otago Daily Times, 7 May 1900. p.2.
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circumstances were not at hand. He argued that the low number of women
imprisoned, the majority of whom were serving short sentences, did not justify
the erection of a specific institution. At the end of 1897 there were 71 women in
prison compared with 603 men. The women were confined in prisons throughout
the country, and, like men, were generally serving sentences of less than three
months. No prison in 1897 had a daily average of more than 13 women; the men's
daily average ranged from seven to 142 inmates. 21 The number of imprisoned
women had fallen since the early 1880s, from 1071 inmates in 1883 to 560 in
1898. 22
Hume paid little attention to the groups' proposals for a separate w o m e n ' s
prison beyond the customary and perfunctory acknowledgement note. Although
some groups continued to make similar recommendations. Hume made no other
public comment, and departmental files record no further discussion of the
suggestion. The N C W became largely inactive after 1900 and its pressure on
H u m e subsided. The conference resolutions calling for w o m e n ' s prisons had
become mere formalities which the Justice Department could easily ignore. 2 '
The absence of sustained pressure, and the claim that there were too few
women prisoners to warrant a separate institution explain only part of H u m e ' s
attitude. More importantly, Hume did not support the principle of prisoner
reformation, particularly for women inmates whom he believed to be innately
and irrevocably vicious. With the exception of young and first, inexperienced
offenders, Hume considered that the female criminal population was of the 'most
degraded class', and long past 'all possibility of reform'. 2 4 He reiterated similar
ideas throughout his term in office. In 1907 he expostulated about the 'extreme
leniency' extended to female offenders who were nothing but a 'distinct menace
to the health and morality of the community', a 'plague-spot' in their neighbourhoods from which vice oozed into society. 25 He was convinced that neither long
nor short sentences had any effect on these women. Hume and others subscribed
to the traditional view that women prisoners were beyond redemption, and that
their continued criminality was simply evidence of their 'naturally' recalcitrant
disposition; the form of their incarceration had no relevance because it could
never effect any change. Efficient classification was an expensive and timeconsuming process, and women prisoners, because of their small numbers and
their assumed perversity, were simply not worth the effort.
By the end of the nineteenth century, however. H u m e ' s methods and philosophy of punishment and deterrence, as well as his insistence on the irredeemability
of prisoners, were outdated and increasingly the focus of public attention. A
greater awareness of imprisonment had become part of the wider movement for
social reform which included temperance, the welfare of women and children,
public health and religious observance. Welfare groups such as the WCTU and
21 Department of Justice. Prisons Branch, A J H R . 1898. H-20. pp.3-5.
22 Statistics of New Zealand |SNZ], 1883-1898.
23 Charlotte Macdonald, ' W o m e n and Crime in New Zealand Society 1888-1910". BA (Hons)
research essay. Massey University, 1977. p.39.
24 Report of the Inspector of Prisons, AJHR, 1882, H-6, p.2.
25 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch, A J H R . 1907, H-20. p.5.
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the NCW, and others interested in penal reform began to demand changes to the
New Zealand system along more modern lines which recognized social, rather
than individual, responsibility for crime. The North American reformatories
which regarded crime as a treatable moral sickness, were presented as the models
for New Zealand to follow.
The reformatories were founded on the belief that individuals could be
transformed through correct training in a suitable environment which catered to
the specific needs of the inmates. Initially established for children and young
offenders, reformatories for adults opened in North America from the 1860s. In
most cases, the adult reformatories received first offenders who had not committed serious crimes but who could be detained for an indeterminate period of up
to ten years in order to facilitate the reformative process. Education and
vocational training wereacentral part of the attempt to transform the inmates into
'useful' citizens.
W o m e n ' s reformatories took the philosophy a step further, and, influenced by
social feminist ideas, were based on the notion that women could only be
transformed in a sympathetic, all-female environment which extolled feminine
virtues and accomplishments. The nineteenth-century institutions eschewed the
traditional trappings of imprisonment, dispensing with bars on the windows and
the more coercive inducements to inmate co-operation with the regime. The
reformatories abandoned the usual barrack dormitory accommodation and
housed the women in cottages in the belief that a family-style environment was
more appropriate to w o m e n ' s nature. Education and work training emphasized
w o m e n ' s 'inherent' piety, domesticity, superior morality and nurturative
capacities.- 6
The reformatory movement, attractive to New Zealand w o m e n ' s groups
which supported the principles of social feminism, was also of interest to local
eugenists. From the late-nineteenth century, politicians, academics and welfare
groups had expressed their concern at the apparent decline of the moral fibre of
New Zealand society. Imperial and racial superiority was under threat, as nonwhite races threatened the country from without, and the unfit, such as the
mentally ill, the criminal and the drunkard, menaced society from within. The
perceived necessity to disrupt the baneful influence of the unfit by means of
segregation and treatment gave institutions such as prisons an important place in
eugenist thought. The capacity of reformatories to detain undesirables for a
lengthy period, and transform their behaviour through work and education, made
the institutions particularly attractive to eugenists.
After H u m e ' s retirement in 1909, a number of eugenists become prominent
in the administration of prisons. Several of these men belonged to the Eugenics
Education Society, founded in 1910 to disseminate eugenic thought. Although
its membership was not large, the Society consciously endeavoured to attract
politicians to its cause, recognizing the possibilities of eugenic solutions inherent

26 F o r a lull analysis of w o m e n ' s reformatories see Estelle B.Freedman, Their Sisters'
Keepers.
Women's Prison Reform in America, 1830-1930. Ann Arbor. 1981, and Nieole Hahn Rafter. Partial
Justice. Women in State Prisons 1800-1935, Boston, 1985.
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in aspects of New Zealand's social legislation. Frank Hay, inspector-general of
mental hospitals and inspector of prisons in 1910. was on the board of the society,
later becoming one of its vice-presidents. Robert Stout was also a member of the
society and, with Frank Hay, served on the Prisons Board established in 1910 to
review the cases of inmates sentenced to terms of reformative detention. Charles
Matthews, deputy inspector of prisons in 1913 and inspector from the following
year, was also interested in eugenic thought and was later a member of the
Committee of Inquiry into Mental Defectives and Sexual Offenders. 2 7
John Findlay, minister of justice between 1909 and 1911. president of the
Eugenics Education Society in 191 1 and an active exponent of eugenic thought,
was the most influential of those politicians involved in prison reform. Findlay
maintained that reformation was an essential part of imprisonment, for both
society and the offender. Only through prisoner reformation could society be
protected and the 'bodies and souls' of inmates saved. Useful labour was a
central part of the reformative process, for 'the habit of work will effect the
salvation of men and women more than any other habit in the world". In
addition, inmate reformation would reduce the level of recidivism, a rate Findlay
believed to be unacceptably high given the advantages New Zealand had to
offer. 2 8
Findlay enshrined his views on the importance of reformation in the Crimes
Amendment Act of 1910, the foundation of his penal policy, which influenced
the course of incarceration in New Zealand for the next 50 years. The Act
extended previous legislation which gave courts the authority to sentence
offenders to terms of reformative detention in a specially designated institution.
From 1910, prisoners could be sentenced to periods of up to ten years' detention
after serving a fixed sentence. The Prisons Board would review cases on an
annual basis and recommend the release or continued detention of inmates. As
a corollary to the Act, Findlay proposed a range of new penal institutions, which
would allow the complete separation of different groups of inmates, distinguished
on the basis of theircapacity for reformation. While those regarded as incorrigible
would remain in the traditional custodial institutions, inmates considered
redeemable would enter prisons modelled on reformatories. Included in the
scheme was a plan for a separate, independent gaol for women. 2 9
Although presented in terms of protection and reformation, the legislation and
re-organized prison system continued to epitomize the control, discipline and
surveillance evident in the previous administration, and which were inherent
aspects of incarceration. The changes to the penal system were part of a wider
response to perceived social crisis which threatened the nature of New Zealand
society, and in common with other social legislation at the time, were 'motivated
as much by ideas of discipline, control and order as of humanity, compassion and

27 Philip Fleming. 'Eugenics in New Zealand 19(H)-1940", MA thesis, Massey University. 19X1.
pp.11, 18. 2 6 - 2 7 . 4 2 , 7 1 , 7 4 , 84.
28 New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (NZPD), 1910, 150, pp.350-1. 361.
29 S c h e m e for the Reorganisation of the Prison System of New Zealand. AJHR. 1910, H-20B.
passim.
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social justice'. The 1910 proposals were part of a broader political movement
which saw an expansion of the state's role into more aspects of society and
welfare. Increasingly, incarceration in one form or another had become a
solution to many of the apparent social ills such as mental illness, indigence or
juvenile delinquency. In this respect, Findlay's scheme followed Edward Tregear's
ideas for the unemployed, Duncan MacGregor's for the mentally ill. and George
Hogben's for the juvenile delinquent.
The plan and eventual form of the separate w o m e n ' s institution went beyond
an anxiety over the unfit or undesirable elements within the community to
indicate a specific concern over the place of women, and criminal women in
particular. Findlay proposed to establish a central w o m e n ' s prison which, unlike
the institutions for men, would be divided into a penitentiary and a reformatory,
both on the same site but operating separately. The reformatory would receive
those who were regarded as hopeful cases, while the penitentiary would admit
only the more hardened and incorrigible women. The strict division between
irredeemable and corrigible women would remove all possibility of the contamination of young prisoners evident in the previous unclassified institutions, and
provide the opportunity for their reformation. Although separate, the institutions
would not be mutually exclusive, and inadequate or particularly promising
conduct could lead to transfer from one prison to the other. To this end, Findlay
envisaged differentiated regimes. The reformatory routine was to be domestic,
instructing prisoners in domestic science and the art of housekeeping, with
supplementary lessons in health, nursing, first-aid, infant care, flower cultivation
and academic subjects. The penitential programme was more industrial and
punitive, providing inmates with heavy industrial sewing and laundry. For those
inmates serving indeterminate sentences, release from the institutions was
conditional upon acceptable behaviour, proper employment and official approval from the Prisons Board. 31
Findlay consciously adopted an American precedent, basing his plans for the
w o m e n ' s institutions on a w o m e n ' s reformatory in Massachusetts. 3 2 In contrast
with later reformatories, Sherbourn was similar in architectural design to the
traditional custodial institutions, consisting of a central building of cells and
dormitories. Yet by contrast to the practice in the older models, inmates in
Sherbourn were encouraged to move freely between the newly designated
'private rooms' of their division and take full advantage of the library and
recreational facilities. As part of the philosophy of differentiated, feminized
treatment and the distinct requirements of the redeemable female prisoner,
officials made an effort to soften the surroundings, providing clean white linen,
removing bars from the windows and allowing well-behaved inmates to
decorate their rooms. The institution received mainly young, white, minor petty
offenders, those perceived as most amenable to reform. Officials set about

30 W.H. Oliver. 'Social Welfare: Social Justice or Social Efficiency? Social Policy in the Liberal
Period \ New Zealand Journal of History, 13, 1 (1979), p.3().
31 AJHR, 1910. H-20B, p.7.
32 NZPD. 1910, 150, p.356.
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training their charges in traditional domestic skills, releasing the women as
domestic servants to selected households for a trial period before their formal
release. Discipline was a mixture of the conventional methods and specific
penalties such as loss of good behaviour marks, designed to elicit a more positive
inmate response. 3 3
Findlay rated Sherbourn very highly. He approved of its 'scientific method'
of training w o m e n in the domestic arts and the good supply of domestic servants
consequently produced, claiming that the success of the scheme justified its
introduction to New Zealand. He had earlier studied its application in New South
Wales where he also believed the results commendable. Findlay envisaged the
system as a complement to the scientific agricultural and manual training to be
introduced to the institutions for men.' 4
The dual penitentiary/reformatory model of the central w o m e n ' s institution
represented the limits of reform. Findlay included in the category of the hopeful
cases which the reformatory would receive, those women whose offences were
primarily drunkenness or prostitution. In principle, the inclusion of drunkards
and prostitutes in the class of redeemable women may have initiated a radically
new approach to the criminal woman on the part of the Justice Department, but
in a fuller elaboration of his plans Findlay clearly indicated that the reformatory
was to receive only those young, first offenders who might have been convicted
for drunkenness or prostitution. He admitted that the number of imprisoned
women eligible for the reformatory was 'not very large'. Findlay considered that
the vast majority of imprisoned women were beyond any hope of reformation,
and he believed that 90% of the time they were 'disgraced and degraded' by
imprisonment, having lost all sense of decency and self-respect.' 5 In Findlay's
view, punishment and deterrence seemed to be the most appropriate treatment
for these women. He proposed a range of institutions for men, providing a
middle ground for those not strictly divided into one group or another. The
demarcation of women prisoners was more pronounced and indicated the
continued prevalence of the traditional notions of the female offender as
irredeemable.
Findlay intended to locate the central w o m e n ' s institution in Wellington and
utilize existing facilities rather than to construct a new prison. The urban
situation marked a departure from the rural emphasis of Findlay' s other policies.
He believed the city to be conducive to crime, and linked individual and social
well-being to the country life. 36 Rural prisons exposed the inmate to the
revitalizing influence of the country air and could effect reform. Other institutions such as hospitals for the mentally ill. industrial schools and homes for the
elderly followed a similar course. Land was often cheaper in the rural areas, and
siting institutions there removed 'undesirable' elements from the population

33 Freedman, pp.68-9. 79-82, 90-100: Rafter, p.60.
34 J40 PD Box 148, 1910/21/6 R e / ' T h e Crimes Amendment Act, 1910', Justice Department,
Prisons Branch. National Archives (NA), Wellington: N Z P D . 1910, 150, p.357.
35 N Z P D , 1910, 150, p.357.
36 Fleming, p.78.
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centres and from public scrutiny." A w o m e n ' s prison in Wellington would
provide none of these advantages. Findlay described the prison as an 'old-new'
gaol with a range of buildings in a varied state of repair. The ' n e w ' to which he
referred was a very recent addition. Less than three months earlier he authorized
renovations to the w o m e n ' s division which, according to the gaoler, was 'old and
patched up' . , x The prison was in the heart of the city and provided little in the way
of outdoor employment beyond public works.
The plans for the w o m e n ' s prison included no potential for 'invigorating'
agricultural pursuits. The penitentiary would allow the inmates to raise vegetables and keep poultry, but the closest that the reformatory women could ever get
to rural work would be cultivating flowers and pot plants. w The American
women's reformatories which Findlay copied had incorporated agricultural
work and 'scientific farming' in their programmes since their inception in the
conviction that profitable outdoor labour was an important adjunct to the
traditional domestic discipline. 4 " Findlay's focus was purely domestic, and, in
the penitentiary, industrial. In common with other individuals at the time,
Findlay believed that the stability of the nation suffered through a declining birth
rate and women's apparent abandonment of motherhood and domesticity for
paid work. A wide range of welfare organizations, politicians, religious leaders
and educationalists articulated the centrality of w o m e n ' s domestic role, and
women's groups campaigned for the franchise on the basis of w o m e n ' s moral
and domestic supremacy. Increased instruction in domestic skills and household
sciences for girls and young women became a vital part of this 'domestic
feminism'. 4 1
The domestic emphasis of Findlay's proposals accorded with contemporary
perceptions of women as mothers, homemakers or domestic servants. It also
epitomized Findlay's belief in the central role of the correct environment in
forming individuals. The local eugenic movement supported both hereditarianism
and environmentalism as the two causes of the unfit; criminals could be born as
well as made. A domestic, feminized, familial environment was the inevitable
panacea for the problems apparently created when women turned away from
their 'natural' domain and became exposed to the deleterious effects of the
factory and other forms of paid labour. The actual location of the institution was
irrelevant for it was only the indoor, domestic instruction that was of any
importance.

37 Margaret Tennant. 'Elderly Indigents and Old M e n ' s Homes 1880-1920", New
Zealand
Journal of History, 17, 1 (1983), pp.7-9.
38 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch. AJHR, 1904, H-20, p.9; N Z P D . 1910. 150. p.353.
39 AJHR. 1910, H-20B. p.7.
40 Freedman, pp.90-92, 134-7.
41 Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeet. W o m e n ' s Role and the Vote in Nineteenth-Century
New Zealand', in Barbara Brookes. Charlotte Macdonald and Margaret Tennant, eds. Women in
History. Essays on European Women in New Zealand. Wellington, 1986, pp.55-68; Erik Olssen.
'Women. Work and Family: 1880-1926". in Phillida Bunkle and Beryl Hughes, eds. Women in New
Zealand Society. Auckland, 1980, p. 180; Margaret Tennant. 'Natural Directions. The N e w Zealand
Movement for Sexual Differentiation in Education during the early twentieth century', in Brookes,
Macdonald and Tennant, eds. Women in History, pp.90-94.
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The artificiality of the domestic, family-type prison environment was not
recognized. Without the presence of men or children, the prison could not
approximate the patriarchal family unit around which notions of femininity were
structured. For this reason, any principle of reformation would only be illusory
for those women who were eligible for the reformatory, as the institution
removed them f r o m the parameters of contemporary perceptions of womanhood.
No doubt practical reasons influenced Findlay's choice of the Wellington site.
It was centrally located and could receive women from all parts of the country.
As a mixed institution, it had separate divisions which would facilitate the
classification of women into reformatory and penitential groups. The recently
completed renovations modernized some of the amenities. Once the proposed
reclassification of all prisoners began, the Wellington gaol would be available
for use. The department had already committed itself to expanding the lnvercargill
prison for the receipt of young male offenders as well as constructing the
agricultural reformatory for men at Waikeria. The Wellington location would be
cost-efficient as much as anything else.
Other officials, however, disapproved of the site. Frank Waldegrave, the
under-secretary of the Justice Department until 1910, recommended that the
department retain the prison and obtain instead the old Addington gaol in
Christchurch, which the local charitable aid board used as a Samaritan Home. 42
The Wellington prison had been the second largest male institution since about
1900 and Waldegrave may have been reluctant to abandon it completely for the
use of female prisoners. Waldegrave's objections seem to have carried some
weight, for within the year the department had abandoned the Wellington site
and proposed to convert the Christchurch Samaritan Home.
Local residents objected to the relocation of a prison in the community,
maintaining that it was detrimental both to prisoners and to society to establish
gaols in built-up areas. A petition to the ministers of justice and public works
requested that the site not be used for the accommodation of criminals and other
'undesirables'. Departmental officials, intent on establishing the prison at
Addington, dismissed the objections, noting that residents had nevercomplained
of the Samaritan Home and, in any case, the original gaol had been established
before the development of the suburban area. 41
By the time the renovations began at Addington in 1912, two years had passed
since Findlay had presented his plan. It had still not gone beyond the formative
stage for women prisoners. Some of the new m e n ' s institutions were established
or nearto completion, and some other minor prisons had been closed or changed
to the status of police gaols. The new prisons effected a partial improvement in
the classification of men. Findlay's plan was. however, more complex than
anticipated and demanded a complete re-organization of the system of prison

42 Waldegrave to Minister of Justice. 30 June 1910. J40 PD Box 144, 1910/11/18 Jailer,
Wellington re/proposed alterations to female division of prison, NA.
43 J40 P D Box 152. 1911/20/35 Forwarding petition that Addington no longer be used for
accommodating prisoners, NA.
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44

administration. Other problems also confronted the department, notably the
escapes of Joseph Powelka from the Wellington prison in 1910and 1911, and an
official i nquiry i nto the conduct of one of the male officers at the Auckland prison
in 191 1.
The need to re-organize aspects of the prison administration prompted the
new under-secretary, Charles Jordan, to order an inquiry into the state of the
prisons in 1912. The former gaoler of the Invercargill prison, A.W. Ironside,
delivered his assessment within the month. He indicated that the Addington site
required some renovation to be ready for the reception of women prisoners. The
new buildings were very dirty, some sections had no cells and many of the
windows were broken. The old division was in a dilapidated state, had extensive
dry-rot and could not be prepared without considerable expense. The new
division could house upwards of 46 inmates, and once the alterations had been
effected, would be suitable, but he recommended demolishing the older portions
of the prison. 45
The department immediately ordered the necessary renovations to the site. By
early 1913a gang of labourers from the Lyttelton prison had pulled down some
of the old buildings and erected a high fence around the central area. The main
buildings still required further alteration by the time the first inmates entered in
April 1913. Suitable accommodation for women prisoners had. by this time,
become a matter of necessity. The official report on prisons for 1911 had
indicated the urgency of suitable facilities for women inmates who were
scattered in small groups throughout the prisons making effective classification
impossible. Individual gaols such as Wellington and Auckland had insufficient
space for the women incarcerated. The w o m e n ' s division at the Lyttelton prison
remained in a disordered state, although the outside entrance to the section had
been 'beautified'. 4 6
A slight rise in the number of imprisoned women contributed to the crowded
and disorganized state of some gaols. The total number of female admissions
declined almost steadily between 1880 and 1890. remained at a stable level
between 1890 and 1910. but fluctuated in the years following. Prisons received
542 women in 1910, falling to 475 in the next year, and then rising to 490 in 1912
and 549 the next year. 47 Even though the levels for 1910 and 1913 were similar,
w o m e n ' s prison accommodation had altered. Findlay's policy of utilizing fewer
prisons had led to the closure of some institutions and a lessened reliance on
others. The Dunedin prison, for example, had accommodation for 20 women in
1913 but held a daily average of 1.28, following orders to transfer all but very

44 See Waldegrave to Minister of Justice, 3 October 1911. J40 PD Box 151, 191 1/14/17 U.S.
Justice and Inspector of Prisons — suggestions as to improving conditions of prison management
etc.. NA.
45 Ironside's report on prisons. J 4 0 P D Box 205, N o file number, Re/A.W. Ironside (Jailer) Report
on Prisons of the Dominion, NA.
46 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch, AJHR, 1910. H-20. p. 1 and 1911. H-20, pp.3,9: Gaoler.
Wellington to Waldegrave, 21 June 1910, J40 P D Box 144. 1910/11/18, N A .
47 SNZ. 1880-1912.
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short-term cases to other prisons. 4 * Prisons such as Wellington, Auckland and
Lyttelton did not have the facilities to absorb extra inmates, particularly if the
conditions were inadequate already.
The increasing number of male prisoners also affected the state of the
w o m e n ' s divisions. The total number of male admissions began to increase
steadily from the mid-1890s reaching 5399 in 1910, falling to 5015 in the next
year but rising to 5722 in 1912. 49 Greater numbers of men in fewer gaols hindered
effective classification and made the opening of a w o m e n ' s prison a necessity for
all inmates. The transfer of women from Lyttelton to Addington would provide
greater opportunity for the classification of the male prisoners, and the extra
facilities would extend the number and type of trades offered to the men.
Waldegrave recommended that the whole of the Auckland prison be devoted to
the requirements of the male prisoners to permit a more comprehensive
classification. 5 0
The w o m e n ' s prison which opened at Addington in 1913 bore no resemblance
to Findlay's proposals of three years earlier. Rather than incorporating the dual
reformatory/penitentiary model which Findlay deemed so important, Addington
was a single institution which received all types of female offender. The prison
had one main building in which all the women were housed, with the only
classification being a loose separation between young and more hardened
offenders. Despite Findlay's emphasis on domestic science, relevant classes did
not begin until the middle of 1919 when limited, formal education classes
commenced. 5 1 The regime included none of the reformatory programmes that
Findlay favoured. Instead of instruction 'in all forms of domestic service and
housekeeping, advanced classes in cookery, dressmaking and millinery", the
w o m e n ' s work followed the lines of the penitential regime: cleaning, sew ing,
washing, maintaining the grounds and repairing clothing for the men at the
Lyttelton prison. The labour assumed a clearly industrial dimension by the end
of 1913 when the women began to manufacture cardigans for the men at the
Invercargill prison. The labour later expanded to include the manufacture of
heavy clothing bags for all the prisons, cotton shirts for the Lyttelton gaol, socks
for the Invercargill institution, and all items for Addington. Once the Paparua
m e n ' s prison opened in 1915, the Addington women received all their washing
and mending. 5 2

4 8 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch, AJHR. 1912. H-20, p.!. 1913, H-20. p.3; Waldegrave
to Gaoler, Dunedin, 29 May 191 I. .140 PD Box 151. 1911/14/9 R e / W o m e n ' s sentences, from U.S.
Justice. Wellington. NA.
49 SNZ. 1880-1920.
50 AJHR, 1910. H-20. p . l .
51 Madeleine McBryde to Inspector of Prisons. 2 April 1919, I and 19 July l 9 1 9 . J 4 0 P D B o x 2 2 2 .
1921/1/8 Educational Classes at Addington Reformatory, NA.
52 A J H R . 1910. H-20B, p.7; Department of Justice, Prisons Branch. A J H R . 1914. H-20, p. 10.
Hawkins to Jordan. 18 November 1913, J40 PD Box 169, 1914/8 Employment of Prisoners at
Addington; Fanny Maher to Jordan, 9 August 1915, J40 PD Box 185, 1915/275 General Orders;
Inspector of Prisons to McBrydge, 29 N o v e m b e r 1916, J40 PD Box 198. 1916/427 Sewing machine
at Addington Reformatory, NA.
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Moreover. Addington did not become the central prison envisaged in Findlay's
plan, as other gaols throughout the country continued to receive women.
Addington admitted 78 inmates during 1913; Auckland admitted 129, Wellington received 245 and the minor gaols 97. Addington received 141 in 1914. while
the Wellington prison admitted 357. the Auckland gaol 159 and other institutions
70. The proportions remained similar throughout the period; in 1919 Addington
received 50 inmates compared with the 230 who entered all other gaols. 51
In structure, inmate composition, training, labour and discipline, Addington
was the same as any w o m e n ' s division in a mixed institution. Male officers
continued to have some authority in the prison, supervising the female staff as
they had in the mixed institutions where the matron and her assistants were
subordinate to the male officials. The Lyttelton gaoler visited Addington weekly
throughout the period, and a male officer controlled the entrance gate to the
w o m e n ' s prison. 5 4 The treatment was not an 'advance' over the earlier methods
from which Findlay sought to depart. Prison labour, when it was available,
remained punitive, menial and industrial. Despite the rhetoric, reformation did
not replace punishment and the traditional view of the irredeemable woman
remained.
As m e n ' s treatment moved towards a more modern, rehabilitative approach
exemplified by the agricultural, open and borstal institutions which incorporated
a greater degree of classification and specialization than before, w o m e n ' s
incarceration remained in the mid-nineteenth century tradition. Punishment and
deterrence continued to characterize w o m e n ' s confinement in the 'modern'
post-1910 penal system. The sexually active woman who contributed to the
propagation of the unfit, or the wage-worker 'career w o m a n ' who denied her
essential tasks, were anathema to those who. concerned with the state of the
nation and social health, couched their policies in terms of punishment, protection and re-education. Although the reformatory ethos which swept the Justice
Department from the 1910s carried with it the seeds of a different attitude to
women prisoners, fears for the state of the nation further problematized the
criminal woman. Penal administrators never realized the fundamental discrepancy between imprisonment and femininity. Women could not be educated to
achieve their 'true' vocation of wives and mothers when incarceration removed
them from the requisite familial milieu. Femininity remained illusory for those
women whose very actions had called their womanhood into question. Officials
such as Findlay paid only lip-service to the ideal of female reformation, believing
it to be beyond the great majority of imprisoned women: the same lip-service and
pretence of reformation dominated penal policy for women.
Other factors contributed to the character of the Addington prison and its
departure from the central dual institution model proposed. Findlay only

53 AJHR, 1914, H-20, p. 16; Department of Justice, Prisons Branch, A J H R . 1915. H-20. p. 13;
Report on Prisons, AJHR, 1920, H-20, p.23.
54 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch, AJHR, 1919, H-20, p.12; Jordan to Public Works
Department, 5 November 1913. J40 PD Box 193.1916/196 Re/Electric Energy for lighting purposes
at Addington Prison, NA.
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remained in office for two years and was unable to implement all of his plans.
His successor. Josiah Hanan, another eugenics supporter, held the post for a few
months during 1912 but does not appear to have influenced policy in any
direction. W o m e n ' s prison reform was but a minor part of the wider reorganization of the prison system, and officials such as Waldegrave, Jordan and
Matthews were more concerned with rectifying basic anomalies in the system
and introducing the new agricultural plans for male prisoners than anything else.
Conversion of the Addington prison into the proposed institution would have
been costly, and, given the evident uncertainty over the criminal woman's
capacity to reform, perhaps even unnecessary.
Findlay's scheme for women prisoners never progressed beyond the formative stages outlined in 1910. It seems, in fact, that the Justice Department
abandoned or at least put aside the plans at about the same time as their
promulgation. The department approved the renovations and granted the necessary funds for alterations to the female division of the Terrace prison in
Wellington as Findlay announced his scheme. Waldegrave voiced his objections
because of negotiations already underway to obtain the Addington site, but the
renovations proceeded and were completed towards the end of 1910, providing
the division with more cells, better inmate bathing facilities, and improved staff
quarters. The renovations constituted a major overhaul of the w o m e n ' s division.
The new cells increased the inmate capacity from 22 to 32, erected the only
padded cell in the division, and added another bathroom for prisoners. 55 The
department authorized alterations to other institutions right up until the opening
of Addington. In 1913 Jordan discussed the need for repairs to the w o m e n ' s
division of the Napier prison, and commented on the alterations done to the
m e n ' s and the few w o m e n ' s cells at the Invercargill gaol. 56 The department had
moved well away from the idea of the w o m e n ' s prison as a central institution.
Once the department had selected the Addington site it made no attempt to
convert the buildings as Findlay proposed. Indeed the choice of Addington
prevented this. The institution had two sections, but the buildings of one had
extensive damage and dry-rot. 57 With the exception of a few cells in the older
sections of the compound, the site had only one usable wing. Rather than
renovate or rebuild the old division, the department ordered the demolition of the
old section and relied on the one extant building. This building was never
sufficiently altered for the purpose of a central w o m e n ' s gaol. During its first
year of operation the prison provided accommodation for 37 inmates when the
national daily average of women prisoners stood at over 60. Between 1913 and
1920 the prison never had accommodation for even half the national daily
average of women. 5 8 Alterations proceeded slowly. The department did not

55 Gaoler, Wellington to Waldegrave, 6 May 1910 and 12 September 1910, Waldegrave to
Findlay, 30 June 1910, J40 P D Box 144, 1910/1 l/l 8; Ironside's report on prisons. J40 PD Box 205.
No file number. NA.
5ft AJHR, 1914, H-20, pp.4, 13.
57 Ironside's report on prisons. J40 PD Box 205, No file number, NA.
58 Department of Justice, Prisons Branch. AJHR. 1913-1920. H-20.
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complete the improvements to the bathing or laundry facilities until 1917 and
some of the old buildings remained in a derelict condition on the site throughout
the period. 5 '' If the Justice Department had been serious about the establishment
of a central w o m e n ' s prison, the requisite accommodation would have been
provided at the Addington gaol from the outset.
The selection of Christchurch as the site for the w o m e n ' s prison effectively
vetoed any plans for a single, central institution. South Island prisons had
received a minority of inmates since the mid-1890s as the general population
began to drift north. When the department selected the Addington site in 1910,
southern prisons held about one-third of the total female admissions.""Addington
could never be a central prison for the whole country when its supply of inmates
was so far away. The nature of female offending itself also made the very idea
of one central w o m e n ' s prison untenable. The majority of women served
sentences of three months or less. When Findlay proposed his scheme in 1910,
320 of the 542 women received that year served terms of fewer than three
months, and another 109 had sentences of less than one year." 1 The extension of
indeterminate sentencing and reformative detention had little effect on the
sentences. Few women received long terms despite the legislation; five of the
54 women in prison at the end of 1913 served some form of indeterminate
sentence. 62 The proportion increased throughout the period, although the number
of women entering and leaving prison after serving short sentences always
exceeded those with longer terms, or reformative detention. The Prisons Board
expressed some concern about the relatively low number of women undergoing
reformative detention. In 1914 members of the board criticized what they
perceived to be the continual round of the reception and discharge of prostitutes
and drunkards, and recommended that steps be taken to detain these prisoners for
longer periods. In their next report the members called for alterations to the
criminal law to control recidivist women effectively, and noted with some
dismay that the board had only 12 women under its jurisdiction in that year. 65
A central prison was an impossibility given the rapid turnover of prisoners in
the mixed institutions. Individual prisons could not afford the cost nor spare the
staff required to transport a woman to another prison where she might only spend
a few days or weeks, and the idea was completely impractical for those women
whose sentences were measured in hours. The department acknowledged this
problem and authorized that only those who served sentences greater than three
months should be sent to Addington. 6 4 In practice, small and mixed institutions
continued to receive women sentenced to terms longer than three months.

59 Christchurch Star, 20 September 1919; J40 PD Box 208. 1919/20/50 Request by Council of
Chirches (sic), Ch.ch. to inspect prison conditions; Report of the Deputy Inspector of Prisons. 8
March 1917. J40 PD Box 169. 1914/60 Alterations at Addington Prison, NA.
60 AJHR. 191 I. H-20. p. 13.
61 ibid.
62 AJHR, 1914, H-20, pp. 17-18.
63 Report of the Prisons Board, A J H R . 1914, H-20A, p.2, 1915, H-20A. p.2.
64 J40 PD Box 191. 1916/73 U.S. Justice, Wellington, Prisons for transfer to Addington. NA.
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Matthews later indicated that the department never intended Addington to
receive all female prisoners serving more than three months, as the Wellington
and Auckland prisons would each continue to house up to 14 inmates.'' 5 As with
the decision to abandon the dual reformatory/penitentiary model, the idea of a
central prison was dropped almost as soon as it was formulated.
Administrative problems emerged immediately after Addington opened its
doors in 1913. A separate w o m e n ' s prison provided female officers with their
first opportunity to manage a prison without the constant male supervision of the
mixed institutions. Male officers had always controlled both sections of mixed
prisons, taking full responsibility for female staff and inmates and all aspects of
the w o m e n ' s division. While the women at the Addington prison were not free
of male supervision, it was not the close presence of the mixed gaols. Women
managed the institution on a daily basis, taking responsibility for the prisoners,
ordering supplies, authorizing visitors and controlling officers. Yet w o m e n ' s
subordinate position in the mixed institutions had not provided them with the
experience and responsibility necessary to manage a prison, beyond the control
of the inmates. Perhaps not surprisingly, the inspectors of prisons commented on
the numerous administrative and clerical difficulties evident at the institution. 66
The institution did not always provide sufficient work for the inmates, and the
absence of 'useful' labour at Addington provoked early criticism. The Hamilton
branch of the W C T U acknowledged the establishment of a w o m e n ' s prison as
a progressive step, but criticized the types of prison labour, recommending that
the women should receive useful technical instruction in domestic science and
other household skills to enable them to have a 'fair chance of an honest
livelihood' on release.'' 7 The Invercargill gaoler commented on the lack of
employment for the women and suggested that they occupy their time manufacturing cardigans for the prisoners at the Invercargill institution. Matron Maher
of the Addington prison approved of the suggestion as the women had no indoor
work to perform. 6 8
Many of the institution's problems developed directly out of the department's
policy changes from 1910. Findlay based his whole scheme on the principle of
classifying prisoners between and within gaols. While Addington did not receive
any specific type of female inmate, classification remained important, and the
department represented the institution as an opportunity to place women in better
conditions and with a more efficient classification system than before. In
practice, the classification fell short of the ideals and the institution's apparent
65 Matthews to Minister of Justice. 19 October 1917. J40 PD Box 231. 1921/20/63 Training home
for young w o m e n prisoners, NA.
66 Reports of the Inspector of Prisons. 22 July 1915. 1 1 May 1915.22 October 1915, 13 December
1915.7 February 1916, J40 PD Box 185,1915/267 Schedule of inspections by Inspector of Prisons.
NA.
67 Vera Henderson, Honorary Secretary of the Hamilton W C T U to Minister of Justice. 12 October
1913, J 4 0 P D Box 183,1915/159 W o m e n ' s C h r i s t i a n Temperance Union, Dunedin, NA. Suggesting
that men and women Prisoners in outdoor work should receive suitable technical training to prepare
them, when free, to earn an honest livelihood.
68 Hawkins to Jordan. I S N o v e m b e r 1913. Maher to Jordan. 15January 1914. J40 PD Box 169.
1914/8. NA.
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potential. Addington provided a form of classification little different from that
of the earlier w o m e n ' s divisions of mixed institutions where all types of offender
associated freely.
One year after the opening of the prison an official visitor complained about
the association of all classes of inmate. Sister Margaret claimed that she had
found first and old offenders working together during the day, a practice which
was difficult to avoid if the matron had only one young inmate in the prison.
Jordan believed that the prison had sufficient space to avoid indiscriminate
association, and reminded Matron Maher that she should pay attention to
separating the inmates. In turn. Maher denied the allegation, claiming that "girls
are not and never have been permitted to associate with old offenders'. Despite
Maher's disclaimer, association was at the time, and continued to be. a problem.
The Christchurch Star carried an article later in the year alleging that there was
no proper classification at the prison. The report described the separation system
as the simple division of inmates into two general groups, confined on different
floors of the same building. The groups were not always distinct, and the
differentiation not suitable for some of the prisoners. One inmate held in the
division for older offenders was not the 'immoral offender' that those with whom
she had to associate were considered to be. The report concluded that effective
and logical separation hindered any reformative programme. W o m e n ' s groups
also demanded better classification, and the complete separation of offenders
into different institutions for first and more hardened offenders. M
Classification difficulties continued to hamper the effective management of
Addington. The inspector's regular reports of 1915 and 1916 indicated that the
staff attempted to separate the women as far as possible, but could not adhere to
the official guidelines for classification. 7 " A new matron, Mary Gilkes, proposed
a three-fold classification scheme in 1916, dividing the women into groups
labelled as 'troublesome', 'average good' and young, first offenders. Her
suggestion entailed remodelling parts of the prison and renovating some of the
older buildings but the department declined the new scheme because of the
costs involved. 7 1 As late as 1918 c o m m e n t a t o r s still r e m a r k e d on the
insufficient classification at the institution and the association of first and
hardened offenders. 7 2
Overcrowding contributed to and exacerbated the institution's problems.
Members of the Prisons Board had attributed the widespread association at the
gaol to the insufficient number of women imprisoned." This criticism only
applied to the first 18 months of operation. In almost every year from 1914 the
daily average number of prisoners was close to the institution's capacity, and

69 J40 PD Box 174. 1914/354 Classification at Addington Prison, NA.
70 Reports of the Inspector of Prisons. 1915-1916, J40 PD Box 185, 1915/267, NA.
71 Matron Gilkes to Inspector of Prisons. 28 December 1912, J40 PD Box 198, 1916/456, The
Matron. Addington Prison. Suggesting alterations to Prison Buildings to permit of a better system
of classification, NA.
72 Robert Stout, 'Prisons and Prisoners', Lecture to Unitarian Free Church, 28 July 1918. Hocken
Library.
73 AJHR. 1915. H-20A, p.2.
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towards the end of the period, the prison received more women than it could
adequately house. 74 The increased number of prisoners admitted shortly before
the war put pressure on all the institutions, but the daily average number of
women remained high throughout the war years, owing, Matthews believed, to
the war conditions and the sporadic increased policing of prostitutes during the
war. 75 Addington experienced added pressure as the only South Island prison for
women. The closure or reduced status of prisons at Dunedin and Hokitika forced
Addington to receive all but very short-term women. Northern institutions sent
some of their longer-sentence prisoners to Addington. and during the war
Addington housed the majority of prostitutes serving sentences greater than six
months. 76 The inadequate and badly prepared facilities worsened the conditions.
Instead of improving the conditions at Addington. the department planned to
obtain another institution for a w o m e n ' s prison. Officials reached the decision
shortly after the emergence of administrative problems at Addington. At the end
of 1914 Jordan acknowledged the unsuitability of the complex and the need for
an improved institution. He argued that better classification was required,
particularly for a 'certain class of reformatives' who could not be treated
properly under the current regime. The minister, Alexander Herdman, authorized the funds for the building, but Cabinet vetoed the grant because of
insufficient finances. 7 7 Despite the lack of funds, but with the support of the new
minister, Robert McNab, Matthews initiated plans to obtain another site from the
Labour Department at Penrose, near Auckland. Close inspection of the property
revealed it to be unsuitable as a site for a w o m e n ' s prison, being too close to the
city and incapable of providing the rural work which Matthews favoured.71*
The sudden interest in the need to amend prison conditions for women was not
necessarily altruistic. The onset of war acted as something of a boost for eugenic
thought, and a concern with national efficiency and social health led some to
demand a greater emphasis on the re-education of women and girls for domesticity and motherhood. 7 ''The Prisons Board, staffed with eugenic sympathizers
such as Stout and Hay, re-emphasized the importance of a reformatory to allow
the separation of young and hardened offenders. 8 0 Regardless of the financial
limitations, war-time and its apparent accompanying intimations of social
dislocation and vulnerability served to focus the department once more on the

74 SNZ. 1914-1920.
75 Matthews to Minister of Justice. 13 October 1917. J40 PD Box 200. 1917/15/49 Re/lurther
provision for accommodation and classification of women prisoners, NA; Annual Report on the
Police Force of the Dominion, A J H R . 1917. H-16, p.8.
76 Matthews to Minister of Justice. 13 October 1917, J40 PD Box 200. 1917/15/49, NA.
77 Jordan to Minister of Justice, 28 October 1914 and 30 April 1915, Matthews to Minister of
Justice, 19 October 1917, J40 PD Box 231. 1921/20/63, NA.
78 Matthews to Minister of Justice, 17 September 1915. J40 PD Box 185. 1915/241 Report on
suitability of Prescott Settlement, Penrose, for W o m e n ' s Prison; Matthews to Minister of Justice. 18
October 1918. J 4 0 P D Box 180, 1915/58 Point Halswell Prison Site; Matthews to Minister of Justice.
20 September 1915. J40 PD Box 21 1, 1920/14/1 re/Amalgamation of Social Services Activities
under one Department, NA.
79 Fleming, p.25; Tennant, 'Natural Directions', p.94.
80 A J H R . 1915, H-20A, p.2.
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primacy of classification for the protection of society as well as the reformation
of the criminal.
Plans to establish another w o m e n ' s prison seem to have allowed the department to feel absolved of its responsibility towards the Addington institution as
officials refused to approve any alterations which incurred expenditure. Matthews
acknowledged that Addington did not provide suitable classification, a requirement which was 'absolutely essential if our system of dealing with women
prisoners is not to become a bye-word and a reproach', but he placed his faith in
the prospect of a new institution which would mitigate the problems. 81 The
overcrowded conditions at the institution from 1917 forced the department to act.
Matthews believed that the congested conditions and the increasingly deficient
classification made another w o m e n ' s prison a matter of urgency, and recommended that the department obtain any suitable empty building in Christchurch
to alleviate the problems as quickly as possiblesMatthews articulated his long-term plans for w o m e n ' s prisons at the end of
1917. He affirmed that there was a 'crying need' for better and more ample
provision for women and girls who were of a 'comparatively decent character'.
He suggested the establishment of a central institution for the receipt of all
younger prisoners and those older women who were not 'absolutely irreclaimable'. The proposed institution would enable the 'waifs and strays' of the same
class to be kept together and receive a treatment superior to that currently
available. Matthews supported the American tradition of outdoor labour for
women and envisaged a site of 20 or 30 acres to allow the women to perform
gardening and other work in addition to their usual domestic chores and
instruction. Addington would remain as a prison for elderly criminal women and
other 'hopeless types'. s ! With the exception of the agricultural dimension which
Matthews had always supported, the plans and the principles on which they were
based were the same as those Findlay announced seven years earlier. The
division of women into penitentiary and reformatory cases replicated Findlay's
scheme of defining women as redeemable or beyond influence, a distinction
which had assumed a greater urgency in the war-time quest for national
efficiency. New legislation made the establishment of another institution essential. as the Reformatory Institutions Amendment Act of 1918 gave magistrates
the power to commit first offenders to a reformatory rather than a gaol.
The department took immediate steps to find a suitable location for the new
institution. Josiah Hanan. in his second term as minister, favoured building a new
prison in the North Island, believing it to be a cheaper option than sending women
south. Matthews was convinced of the urgency of the need for another prison and
recommended the purchase of an existing building. 84 He suggested the Te
Oranga Home, the Education Department's reformatory for delinquent young
women which was due to close at the end of 1918. The site was suitable for
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Matthews' plans, comprising several acres of well-planted and fertile farmland,
and providing accommodation for 80 inmates and ten officers. 8 5 Despite extensive and lengthy negotiations, the Education Department declined to relinquish
the buildings and Matthews had to look elsewhere, finally selecting the Point
Halswell prison near Wellington. The prison at Point Halswell had opened in
1915 for the temporary reception of male prisoners transferred from the
overcrowded and unsuitable Terrace prison in Wellington. 8(1 Matthews disapproved of the site becoming a more permanent structure for the men, principally
because it offered little work for the prisoners and was too close to the city. 87
The announcement of the decision to use Point Halswell as a w o m e n ' s prison
aroused considerable public opposition despite Matthews' belief that the location of the prison would preclude public objection. Some groups argued that
prisons should not be erected close to major cities and claimed that the location
at the entrance to Wellington harbour was too prominent. A local municipal
association protested vehemently, claiming that they had intended to use the site
as a park for the citizens of Miramar. Groups such as the Society for the
Protection of W o m e n and Children and the WCTU were particularly vociferous
in their condemnation of the proposal, criticizing the Point Halswell site for its
bleak climate and insufficient facilities for useful employment. 8 8
Regardless of the local feeling, which Matthews recognized as 'perfectly
natural local opposition', and Matthews' own misgivings about the site, the
department had committed itself to opening the prison. The w o m e n ' s division at
the Terrace prison was in a dilapidated state, badly ventilated, insanitary, poorly
lit, and generally obsolete and in need of replacement. It was. in Matthews' view,
a 'standing reproach to the Department' and contrary to all modern penal
practice. 8 ''The department had already embarked on plans to build another rural
prison for men atTrentham and close the central Wellington gaol. Moreover, the
department had earlier agreed to vacate the Terrace site and pass it to the
Education Department. This agreement left the department with little choice but
to find alternative accommodation for women, as quickly as possible and with
little cost. Matthews had not totally abandoned his criticisms about the location
and facilities at the site: the department announced that the measure would be
temporary until a more suitable, rural location for a w o m e n ' s prison could be
found.""
Following alterations to some of the buildings. Point Halswell opened for the
reception of women prisoners in October 1920. Addington became a prison for
85 Bronwyn Dalley, 'From Demi-Mondes to Slaveys: A Study of the Te Oranga Reformatory for
Delinquent W o m e n . 1900-1918". MA thesis, Massey University, 1987, pp.33-4.
86 Matthews to Minister of Justice. I S M a r c h 1918. J40 Bundle 7, 1920/11/4 Terrace Gaol Site.
NA. Education Board supplied two houses for officers, general work etc. Pi 1. 1894-1924, Justice
Department files, NA.
87 Matthews to Minister of Justice, 18 October 1918, J40 PD Box 180, 1915/58, NA.
88 J40 Bundle 5. 1919/11/4 Re the establishment of a Prison for women at Point Halswell. 191921. NA.
89 Matthews to Minister of Justice, 18 March 1918, J40 Bundle 7, 1920/1 1/4, NA.
90 Matthews to Minister of Justice, 27 September 1919, Dominion, 7 October 1919. J40 Bundle
5. 1919/1 1/4. NA.
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young and first offenders and Point Halswell received the older and more
hardened inmates. The separation enabled a more comprehensive classification
at both institutions. Officers at Addington reported a significant improvement in
all aspects of the institution since the transfer of the older women. The reduced
number of inmates facilitated the introduction of wider schemes of education and
domestic work than had been possible, in keeping with the heightened emphasis
on women's domesticity. 91
Neither Addington nor Point Halswell operated smoothly from 1920, yet the
establishment of the two institutions did mark a turning point in classification
policy for women. The prisons did not obviate the need to confine short-sentence
women in smaller, mixed institutions, but for the first time, w o m e n ' s treatment
was on a par with modern, international trends. The separation of offenders
brought New Zealand institutions closer to the reformatory model. For better or
for worse, from 1920 both Addington and Point Halswell followed the general
methods of the reformatory movement, according inmates a differential, 'feminine' care incorporating domestic work and industrial labour. The eventual
classification of women between institutions from 1920 was the principle which
had guided m e n ' s imprisonment in New Zealand, in theory if not in practice,
since 1880.
The principle of separate w o m e n ' s institutions was grounded in gender
stereotyping and ideas of correct womanly deportment. These ideas characterized the w o m e n ' s divisions of mixed institutions, but were intended to be the
central part of the new regime promulgated in 1910. The plan for New Zealand's
first distinct prison for women emerged at the intersection of a time of perceived
social malaise and belief in w o m e n ' s denial of their 'natural' vocation of
motherhood and domesticity, and a more reformatory approach to incarceration.
As the m e n ' s penal system changed to incorporate the broader principles of the
reformatory ethos, anxiety over the state of the nation hindered changes to
attitudes to women prisoners, and to the structure of w o m e n ' s divisions and
prisons.
The proposal for a w o m e n ' s prison occurred as the number of women
committed to prison was in decline. The plan was not a response to w o m e n ' s
level of imprisonment but to w o m e n ' s expanding social and political roles at the
'expense' of their traditional function. Single-sex prisons had been a part of the
local penal system since the 1890s but prisons for women only emerged with a
fear of social and national chaos. The regime of the proposed institutions
corresponded to these anxieties. Increased reliance on domestic arts and
motherhood skills dominated the plans for the w o m e n ' s prisons. Differentiation
between the reformable and the irredeemable in separate institutions with
distinct regimes gave credence to the idea that the correct environment and
training was indispensable in producing good women, although neither Matthews
nor Findlay believed that many criminal women were capable of true reform.
Departmental officials held out hope for the 'new institutions' from 1910,

91 AJHR. 1919, H-20. p. 12 and 1920. H-20, pp.9.13: Matthews to Minister of Justice. 3 February
1920, J40 PD Box 211. 1920/14/1. NA.
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presenting them as an advance from an outmoded regime to a modern system,
grounded in notions of reformation rather than punishment. In practice and
indeed in principle, reformatories did not represent a progression over any other
forms of detention. Femininity and domesticity, the two cornerstones of the
reformatory system and the principles of respectable womanhood of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, could never be a part of an institutional setting,
despite the rhetoric. Incarceration removed women from the familial, domestic
environment, the supposed source of their reformation. Addington itself was not
necessarily an improvement over any mixed prison of H u m e ' s era. The
establishment of Addington provided some women officers with an opportunity
to manage an institution without close male supervision, removed some female
inmates from the possibility of male surveillance, and enabled them to work
outdoors, an opportunity considered impossible in the mixed prisons. As before,
the institution housed all forms of female offender and followed the same type
of labour and loose classification practised in the mixed institutions. The
department maintained a veneer of reformation, but punishment remained the
guiding principle as the majority of imprisoned women continued to be viewed
as irredeemable and beyond any influence. The separate w o m e n ' s prison before
1920 emerged as nothing more than a prison without men.
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